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The original essay#2
� I had finished watch film by Dennis Gransel Gitler’s 

elite three days ago but I thinking about it all time. 
It’s a story about period of world history when Adolf 
Gitler was Fuhrer of Nazi Germany. He was building 
his empire that based on the pure Aryan nation. 
Protagonist is Friedrich Weimer(Max Rimelt) got a 
chance to be in the NAPOLA where students were 
preparing to become the leaders of Nazi empire. 
He was finding a friend there. He likes this place but 
soon initial enthusiasm give way to doubts. It’s a 
very interesting and strong film that raise up very 
serious problems. I think Dennis Ganzel made a very 
hard work. Film will be interesting for young people 
because problem of choice is important in 
nowadays. Acting’ plot and sound were really 
great. I recommend to see this movie for all people 
because it is a needful theme for humanity



Highlighted mistakes 

� I had finished watch film by Dennis Gransel* Gitler’s 
elite* three days ago but I** thinking about it all time. It’s 
a story about period of world history when Adolf Gitler 
was Fuhrer of Nazi Germany. He was building his empire 
that based on the pure Aryan nation. Protagonist is 
Friedrich Weimer(Max Rimelt) got a chance to be in the 
NAPOLA where students were preparing to become the 
leaders of Nazi empire. He was finding a friend there. He 
likes this place but soon initial enthusiasm give way to 
doubts. It’s a very interesting and strong film that raise* 
up very serious problems. I think Dennis Ganzel made a 
very hard work. Film will be interesting for young people 
because problem of choice is important in nowadays. 
Acting’ plot and sound were really great. I recommend 
to see this movie for all people because it is a needful 
theme for humanity.



Corrected Mistakes 
� I had finished watching movie by Dennis Gransel’s 

Hitler’s elite, three days ago but I’m thinking about it all 
time. It’s a story about period of world history when 
Adolf Hitler was Fuhrer of Nazi Germany. He was building 
his empire that based on the pure Aryan nation. 
Protagonist is Friedrich Weimer(Max Rimelt) got a 
chance to be in the NAPOLA where students were 
preparing to become the leaders of Nazi empire. He 
was looking for a friend there. He likes this place but 
soon initial enthusiasm give way to doubts. It’s a very 
interesting and powerful movie that raise’s up very 
serious problems. I think Dennis Ganzel did a really good 
job. movie will be interesting for young people because 
problem of choice is important in now days. Acting’ plot 
and sound were really great. I recommend everyone to 
watch this movie because it is a needful theme for 
humanity.



Bit more details 

�Sorry, I cant 
add any 
details, 
because I 
haven’t seen it


